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INTRODUCTION 
Although component-driven structural approaches to videogames have been present at 

least since the 1980s (e.g., Ziegfeld 1989), the industries of game design and production 

evolve rapidly, thus tending to make many such contributions either relevant to a 

specific time or needing frequent updates (for typological and taxonomic models in the 

early 2000s, see Aarseth et al. 2003; Björk & Holopainen 2005; Wood et al. 2004; 

Elverdam & Aarseth 2007; Zagal et al. 2007; King et al. 2010). A parallel critical 

challenge in all such approaches is that they generally pursue a means to analyse or 

classify gaming holistically, i.e. mapping structures across multiple levels. Because 

videogames involve a potentially infinite number of highly complex structural levels 

from audiovisual and narrative domains to challenge and spatiotemporal levels, any 

holistic approach that aims to chart them comprehensively will quickly need to 

compromise and generalise, which again leads to pragmatic questions (Karhulahti 

2020). Due to these issues, an increasing trend over the past decade has been to focus 

on selected structural levels instead. The present study does exactly this by providing a 

structural typology of rewards, which occur specifically in videogames. 

Rewards have been conceptually addressed in games research already for decades (e.g., 

Malone 1980; Salen & Zimmerman 2004; Järvinen 2008). To our knowledge, the first 

attempt to build a systematic, multidimensional classifcation of different gaming 

reward structures was crafted by Wang and Sun (2011) who proposed eight primary 

reward categories (scoring, experience, items, resources, achievement, feedback, 

aesthetic, unlocks), which were further characterized by four different attributes (social 

value, gameplay effect, collectibility, temporality) and utility types (advancement, 

review, sociality, cooperation/competition). Although the authors acknowledge that 

this classification system is but preliminary—largely based on popular titles at the time, 

such as World of Warcraft—their initial efforts to organize reward structures in no less 

than three dimensions should be commended for ambition and depth. 

Building on the above, Phillips and colleagues (2013) aimed at constructing a 

taxonomy that would have high utility in practice. The taxonomy was soon revised with 

a dual follow-up design where an exploratory expert focus group was applied to 

produce a new reward list, which was confirmed statistically by coding selected 

contemporary videogames. The process resulted in the following taxa: access, facility, 

sustenance, glory, praise, and sensory feedback (Phillips et al. 2015). In particular, we 

give high value to the methodological rigor pursued by such dual design, and in general, 

the above six unique forms of rewards are likely to be useful especially in quantitative 
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efforts of game analysis where depth must be compromised for pragmatic reasons. On 

the other hand, the lack of mutlidimenstionality may produce utility challenges in 

qualitative game analysis, which can significantly benefit from assisting taxonomic 

frameworks with more dimensions.  

Finally, and most recently, Rapp (2017) applied ethnographic methods to develop a 

reward taxonomy specifically for World of Warcraft. Interestingly, albeit only three 

categories were identified—enabling, exchanging, and flexible rewards—the work also 

yields structural insights that were given little attention in earlier research. For instance, 

the category of “exchanging rewards” illuminates how some design structures are 

essentially based on instrumental exchangeability when it comes to rewarding players 

in diverse ways. Nonetheless, by definition, Rapp’s classification concerns only a 

single popular title and cannot be utilised for gaming in general without significant 

modifications.  

Following the preceding literature and the current state of art, the goal of the present 

study was to produce a refined multidimensional typology of rewards in videogames. 

Specifically, instead of a list with equal key categories—which would mean optimising 

for the ease of quantitative applicability—we aimed to create a maximally 

comprehensive system of rewards that would involve multiple operational levels and 

be helpful for in-depth qualitative assessment of videogames. To clarify the focus, we 

chose to limit this work to videogames (excluding, e.g., traditional card and sports 

games) yet including all currently popular digital types of gaming.  

Our typology has four dimensions, which rest on seven basic reward types: abilities, 

characters, drama, objects, points (four subtypes), space/time, and stimulates (Table 

1). In practice, any reward manifesting in a videogame belongs to one of the basic 

reward types, and while any single rewarding event may provide multiple combined 

rewards at once, each reward type is ontologically independent and may exist without 

any other reward type. The second typological dimension is form, which characterises 

how a specific identified reward exists. The highest complexity in the typology is 

distributed across these formal boundaries, which operate under five main clusters and 

their further subclusters: any existing basic reward type can be specified by describing 

it as ephemeral (or permanent), exchangeable (or fixed), functional (or cosmetic), 

limited (or unlimited), and social (or personal). Each of these five formal categories 

involve subfeatures; a reward may involve one or more subfeatures.  

The third typological dimension is origin. This dimension determines from which 

source the sense of worth in the reward has been constructed. We distinguish between 

three sources of origin: culture (e.g., rewards in the external social world), game (e.g., 

designed in-game rewards), and players (e.g., mods created for the game). Finally, the 

fourth and last dimension is value, which describes how the sense of worth is 
constructed. A reward can be valuable for the player in four ways: numerically (e.g., 

point hierarchy), ordinally (e.g., verbal tone), relatively (when value is context-
specific), and by uniqueness (i.e. degree of rarity). Taken together, with the above four 

dimensions operationalised collectively, we believe that current videogame rewards, 

their relationships, and their varying meanings for players can be usefully analysed and 

described.  
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Table 1.  

 

We hope this typology will be helpful in three primary ways: a) by serving as a means 

to more accurate analysis of reward structures in videogames, b) by encouraging 

researchers to construct detailed multidimensional typologies for other structures, and 

c) by contributing to bridging crossdisciplinary gaps in research programs that involve 

games.  
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